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Background 
Wermlands Nation is a student organization, created by students, for other students. It is the 
active students that work at and attend the Nation’s events, that put their direct effort into 
pulling this Nation forward, and that are primarily affected by the Nation’s policies. It is of 
utmost importance, therefore, that the active students - that indeed are studying - have the 
exclusive influence on the path of this Nation. This obvious principle has the potential of 
being compromised, as it is possible to be counted as an “active student” only based on the 
possession of e.g. (including, but not limited to) a Studentlund membership. As the Stadgar 
in Chapter 2, Paragraph 4 clearly states, “studying member can only be a member that is 
studying at Lund University or other university according to the Nation’s enrollment policy”. 
This principle must be clarified; a student is nothing other than an individual whose main 
occupation is studying. 
  
Motivation 
To be a student at Lund University must be defined as actually being a studying student; a 
e.g. (including, but not limited to) Studentlund membership cannot provide this basis. Thus, it 
is of utmost importance that every individual being involved in a commission under the 
Nation that demands being a studying student, shall indeed be studying. This requirement 
must be clarified, and the effects of this requirement must be implemented as soon as 
possible. 
 
Proposition for Resolution 
This Motion proposes: 

1. To define “studying member” in the Stadgar as a member who is actively studying, 
and that can prove to be studying prior to doing any action that so requires according 
to the Stadgar.  

2. To effectively immediately emancipate all potential individuals, not meeting the 
aforementioned proposed resolution [1.], that are involved in a position as a “studying 
member”, from their commission or position.  

3. To ensure that the aforementioned proposed resolution [1.] is applied in all future 
concerns regarding the definition of “studying member”.  


